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AARRTT  //  PPHHOOTTOOGGRRAAPPHHYY  

 

 

 

 

 

GEO-HYPNOTICS  ADULT COLORING BOOKS 

 

Experience the Healing Power of Art! Adult coloring is being recognized for its 

therapeutic properties. Art may not be able to cure disease, but it can surely make 

coping with it a lot better. Researchers have acknowledged the therapeutic 

qualities of art for years, and today, art therapy is used to help people express 

themselves when what they're feeling is too difficult to put into words. How much 

more effective might it be for helping a healthy person develop concentration and 

mindfulness?  

   Art teacher and Advanced Certified Hypnotist Brian Wilkes brings you a gentle 

way of accessing you deeper levels of consciousness and emotion. Research 

shows this form of therapy often has tangible results. Art therapy is also helpful 

among people dealing with a variety of other conditions, such as depression, 

dementia, anxiety, and PTSD.  

   Art therapy involves using an art medium as a tool to help address a specific 

problem, but individuals are more artistically inclined and gifted than others. 

Those who pre-judge themselves as poor artists may miss out on the benefits of 

art-based therapies, feeling themselves incapable of starting a piece "from 

scratch". Adult coloring presents a beginner's level creative venture without the 

need for artistic talent. Simply color within the lines to get the desired effect. Mix 

colors as you like. As you become more adventurous, add elements to the design 

provided. The inability to focus is often a symptom of anxiety or stress.  

   Coloring gently guides one to focus on the task at hand and nurtures a relaxing 

mindset, similar to what you could achieve through meditation. Like mediation, 

coloring allows us to switch off our brains from other thoughts and focus on being 

"in the moment". Tasks with predictable results such as coloring can be calming. 

This alone can help a stressed individual who life has been an unpredictable 

minefield escape briefly into a predictable and controllable environment on paper.     

Changes in heart rate, breathing patterns and brainwaves part within a few 

minutes of coloring have been noted. This neurological response is attributed to 

the repetition and attention to patterns and detail required in coloring. 

   Concentrating on coloring an image allows the colorist to replace negative 

thoughts and images with pleasant ones. Coloring is believed to occupy the same 

parts of the brain as image creation, thereby inhibiting new anxiety-triggering 

mental imagery from being created. The theory goes that you can't build negative 

and worrisome images while your mind is already occupied with the creation of 

positive, enjoyable ones. For this reason we concentrate on geometric, non-

objective images to prevent triggering past unpleasant associations. 
 

Each paperback volume includes 25 single-sided coloring pages. 

 
GEO-HYPNOTICS 1, $7.95  BUY NOW 

GEO-HYPNOTICS 2, $7.95  BUY NOW 

GEO-HYPNOTICS 3, $7.95  BUY NOW 

GEO-HYPNOTICS 4, $7.95  BUY NOW 

 

https://www.createspace.com/6151495
https://www.createspace.com/6152453
https://www.createspace.com/6153099
https://www.createspace.com/6171921


 

 
ESCAPE FROM THE DARKROOM!  
Old-School Principles Applied to Modern Digital Photography 
 

Confused by Digital Cameras? Don't Be! The manuals I created for four years of 

photography courses formed a solid instructional core, and have been expanded 

into a full book. Professionals in several states told me they've learned from my 

lessons. I hope you do too!  
 

"Throw all your other books away, because this is the only one you'll need!" 

-Tandy Beth McKinney, professional photographer 
 

Paperback $24.97 BUY NOW; PDF $9.97 BUY NOW 

 

CCHHEERROOKKEEEE  BBIIBBLLEE  PPRROOJJEECCTT  
Proceeds benefit the Cherokee Bible Project and Native American Church.  

 

GENESIS in Cherokee, New Syllabary Only (no English) 
 

This is the first book of the Old Testament, translated and published in 1854. The 

first portion of the Bible to be translated into Cherokee was the Gospel of John, 

Chapter 3, by John Arch in 1824. Since then, many portions of the Bible have 

been translated, by such scholars as Rev. Samuel Worcester, Elias Boudinot, 

George Lowery, David Brown, and in the 20th century by Jack and Anna 

Kilpatrick. The Cherokee Bible embodies the highest and most elegant version of 

the language, equivalent to the English of the King James Bible. 

The Cherokee Bible Project releases this edition in the prayerful hope that it 

encourages study and use of the Cherokee language. 152 pages. 

 

Paperback $ 9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $5.00 BUY NOW 

 

GENESIS in Cherokee, Expanded Bilingual Edition 
 

The result of our team’s years of review and occasional correction of the 1856 

Edwin Parker edition. Each verse is presented in old cursive syllabary, new block 

syllabary, phonetic, and King James English. Also included are 19th-century 

illustrations by the French artist Gustave Doré. Since many Cherokee language 

instructors are interested in re-introducing the old syllabary as a teaching 

tool (the characters cannot be confused with similar Latin or Greek letters), 

we are introducing more titles making use of it. Our prayerful hope is that 

these offerings encourage the study and use of the Cherokee language as well as 

study of the Scripture.  632 pages.  

 

Paperback $ 30.97 BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/4263754
http://tuscanyglobal.com/photo/
https://www.createspace.com/7171094
http://amzn.to/1oLnIdH
https://www.createspace.com/7216271


 

 
JONAH in Cherokee Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
 

In 722 BC, the Assyrians conquered the Ten Tribes of Israel. Soon after, Judah 

also fell victim to the power struggles between Assyrians, Babylonians, and 

Egyptians.   

     In the midst of their oppression of Israel, God commanded Jonah to go to the 

Assyrians capital of Nineveh and to preach repentance to them. Jonah did not 

want to tell the Assyrians how to avoid destruction because they were Israel's 

enemy. Jonah did not want them to repent and escape God's wrath, so he went 

west by boat toward Tarshish even though Nineveh was in the opposite direction. 

God showed mercy to Jonah despite the blatant disobedience. God got Jonah 

turned around and delivered in the right place to speak to the Assyrians living in 

Nineveh.  

     Perhaps the best lesson of Jonah is that we are always better off if we obey 

God instead of running from what we are supposed to do! 

 

 King James Version $7.95 BUY NOW | Paperback $9.95 BUY NOW  

 

 

 
HAGGAI in Cherokee Expanded Bilingual Edition 
 

After Persia had conquered Babylon, the king of Persia, at the request of 

Nehemiah, had allowed a remnant of Israel to return to rebuild the city of 

Jerusalem in about in 537 BC; and Haggai appeared about 18 years later. They 

built the walls in 52 days. Afterward they began the building of their own houses. 

They had left the temple, the dwelling place of God unbuilt. The people had 

begun saying, “It’s not time to rebuild the temple”. Sixteen years had passed since 

the rebuilding of the walls, and the temple, God’s dwelling place. still lay in ruins. 

Haggai wanted them to see that God had given divine leadership to the obedient 

leaders, Zerubbabel and Joshua, whom they should follow. Although they were 

not an independent nation any more, they were still God’s people. This prophecy 

was chosen to be the first offering in our Old Testament series because of its 

theme of a nation conquered and removed, coming out of its exile and captivity, 

and still struggling to set its priorities. We believe this message will speak loudly 

to Native America, especially the Southeastern nations. 

 
Expanded Bilingual King James Version $7.95 BUY NOW 

 

CHEROKEE NEW TESTAMENT, New Syllabary Only 
 

The entire 27 books in Sequoyah’s New syllabary. Many of the Cherokee NT 

editions on the market today are scans from the old books, small blurry letters. 

This is a new edition in 14-pt font, clear and sharp, with over 20 period 

illustrations. There are also blank pages your own prayer journal or family history 

and tree. A true heirloom for your family! 700 pages, 7x10” 

 

Paperback $27.00  BUY NOW | Kindle $9.99 BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/6524888
https://www.createspace.com/5609738
https://www.createspace.com/6514713
https://www.createspace.com/4565789
http://amzn.to/1kkcUpe


 

CHEROKEE NEW TESTAMENT, Old Syllabary Only 
 

The entire 27 books in Sequoyah’s original syllabary. While many know of 

Sequoyah’s earlier versions of the syllabary, we believe this to be the first large 

publication to use the intricate characters. This is printed in 14-pt font, clear and 

sharp, with over 20 period illustrations. There are also blank pages your own 

prayer journal or family history and tree. A true heirloom for your family!    

810 pages, 7x10” 

 

Paperback $33.00  BUY NOW 

 

MATTHEW’S GOSPEL in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 

 
This gospel may have been placed first in the writings of the New Testament 

because it’s considered the most authentic, systematic, and fundamental, and also 

because its high regard for the teachings of the Old Testament provide the best 

transition into the New. In a way, Matthew is written almost as a continuation of 

the Jewish scripture.  

Paperback $19.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW     

 

MARK’S GOSPEL in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 

 
Mark's Gospel is a companion to the Cherokee syllabary-only New Testament 

digitized and released in 2013. Mark is the shortest of the four canon gospels, 

written in a blunt and sometimes earthy style. Deepen your understanding of the 

Cherokee Bible and the Cherokee language by reading each verse in Cherokee 

syllabary, phonetic Cherokee, and English. 202 pages. 

Paperback $14.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW   

 

LUKE’S GOSPEL in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 

 
For generations, the New Testament has been used by Cherokees of all 

persuasions to learn to speak and write as their ancestors did. Luke is considered 

the most poetic and literary of the four Gospels, suggesting the author was an 

educated professional of the day. Tradition claims he was the Apostle Paul's 

personal physician, accompanying him on this travels. The Cherokee translators 

strove to use a level of the Cherokee language that did justice to the Greek, as 

they translated from the Textus Receptus rather than the English King James 

Version or the Latin Vulgate. 344 pages. 

Paperback $22.00 BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW    

https://www.createspace.com/4565789
https://www.createspace.com/4829235
http://amzn.to/1oqAAET
https://www.createspace.com/4838115
http://amzn.to/1oqAr4d
https://www.createspace.com/4868497
http://amzn.to/1oLnrHW


 

JOHN’S GOSPEL in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 

 
John’s Gospel is a companion to the Cherokee syllabary-only New Testament 

digitized and released in 2013. Translated into Cherokee in the nineteenth century 

under the direction of Revs. Samuel Worcester and Elias Boudinot, the Cherokee 

New Testament is the largest complex text composed in Cherokee by fluent 

speakers with command of a high level of the language. For generations, the New 

Testament has been used by Cherokees of all persuasions to learn to speak and 

write as their ancestors did. John is generally considered the latest of the four 

canon gospels, written in a mystical and highly symbolic style. 250 pages. 

Paperback $18.95 BUY NOW |  Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW    

 

JOHN’S GOSPEL in Cherokee   Expanded Bilingual Edition 
 

An expanded edition including the original cursive Cherokee syllabary, the more 

familiar simplified syllabary, phonetics, and King James Version English for each 

verse. Cherokee educators and clergy have requested volumes using the King 

James Version, which is preferred in many communities, and we are happy to 

oblige.  Translated into Cherokee in the nineteenth century under the direction of 

Revs. Samuel Worcester and Elias Boudinot, the Cherokee New Testament is the 

largest complex text composed in Cherokee by fluent speakers with command of 

a high level of the language. For generations, the New Testament has been used 

by Cherokees of all persuasions to learn to speak and write as their ancestors did.  

John is generally considered the latest of the four canon gospels, written in a 

mystical and highly symbolic style. 316 pages. 
  

Paperback $18.95 BUY NOW | 
   

 

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
 

The Acts of the Apostles describes the first decade of the nascent Christian 

community, and reads like a spiritual adventure story. While the four gospels 

speak of the life of Jesus, Acts documents the founding of His Church, as his 

followers stand up to the mission they have been given is considered the most 

poetic and literary of the four Gospels, Tradition claims the author was Luke, the 

Apostle Paul's personal physician, who accompanied him on this travels. The 

Cherokee translators strove to use a level of the Cherokee language that did 

justice to the Greek sources.  

   Paperback $21.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW 

 

ROMANS in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
 

While still in Greece, the Apostle Paul planned his first trip to the world capital, 

Rome. He greets 26 individuals by name, ”warming up the audience” of 

Christians who had formed a church there so the Gospel and his mission might be 

better received. Paul wrote to a church that was experiencing a time of relative 

tolerance, but a church that he felt needed basic gospel doctrine. In Romans we 

see the clearest and most systematic presentation of Christian doctrine in the New 

Testament. Paul then backs it up with practical application. Paul challenges us to 

LIVE the ideals we claim to believe. 152 pages. 
 

Paperback $13.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $2.99 BUY NOW  

https://www.createspace.com/4849131
http://amzn.to/1nf1Ept
https://createspace.com/7158531
https://www.createspace.com/4880825
http://amzn.to/TXphLY
https://www.createspace.com/5015362
http://amzn.to/1AnEOa3


 

CORINTHIANS in Cherokee   Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
 

St. Paul wrote four letters to the new church in Corinth, an important crossroads 

city in Greece. These two survive. Where differences in observance of dietary 

rules, Paul urged everyone to follow their own consciences, with the condition 

that each person should have respect for the conscience of the person who does 

not agree with him and refrain from needlessly offending another. The Early 

Christian churches marked the events of Jesus' death and resurrection by sharing a 

common meal together. Some Corinthians failed to see the significance of this 

meal and made it an occasion for feasting. Paul explains that the purpose of this 

meal is not for the enjoyment of eating and drinking together but rather for a 

renewed dedication to the spirit made manifest in the life, death, and resurrection 

of Jesus. 232 pages. 
  

Paperback $18.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW    

 

GALATIANS to COLOSSIANS in Cherokee  Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
 

This group of shorter letters attributed to the Apostle Paul reveals early questions 

and conflicts that confused the early Christian community.  Galatians asks, what 

is the relationship between the new church and Jewish Law? What was the 

relationship between faith and works, and which was essential for salvation?  

Ephesians presents accounts of how Paul was selected and qualified to be an 

apostle to the Gentiles. Philippians asks how one can live boldly as a citizens of 

Heaven while also living humbly as a servant of Christ. And in Colossians, where 

members of the congregation had incorporated pagan elements into their practice, 

including worship of elemental spirits, the Epistle declares Christ's supremacy 

over the entire created universe and its powers from the beginning.  166 pages. 
 

   Paperback $14.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $4.99 BUY NOW 

 

THESSALONIANS to HEBREWS in Cherokee   
Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
This group of shorter letters attributed to the Apostle Paul reveals early questions 

and conflicts that confused the early Christian community. The Epistles were 

written to instruct fledgling churches around the Mediterranean, and contain 

straightforward answers to questions confusing the local Christians and their 

leaders. 

First and Second Thessalonians encourage hope in the Second Coming and the 

Resurrection, and advise believers to “examine everything carefully”.  

First and Second Timothy provide important guidelines and principles for 

church leadership and relationships among believers. 

Titus presents the principles of Justification, Sanctification, and Glorification. 

Philemon contrasts the involuntary servitude of slavery with the voluntary 

servitude of ministry, with the theme of eternal liberation in Christ. 

Hebrews is written to Hebrew (Aramaic) speakers of Judaea, and faces hard 

questions about a Christian's duty to keep Jewish law - or not.  238 pages. 
 

   Paperback $17.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $5.97 BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/5060312
http://amzn.to/1AiMusO
https://www.createspace.com/5288677
http://amzn.to/1LGkRAj
https://www.createspace.com/5277097
http://amzn.to/1tYRiUS


 

JAMES to JUDE in Cherokee  Syllabary-Phonetic-English 
James the Just, the brother of Jesus, wrote his letter to Jewish believers to 

encourage them to endure and bold embody a faith that transforms lives. For 

James, actions count far more than mere words or beliefs. 

Peter addresses personal holiness as God's people, even during times of suffering 

and persecution, teaching that all Christians are to expect suffering, even 

imprisonment and death. Peter explains that our salvation in Christ is secure, "for 

by His wounds you were healed". 

John faces the threat of false teachings, including the denial that Jesus had a 

genuine human body. Discernment is necessary to thwart the constant attacks of 

heresy for John, who also makes the assurance of salvation a key doctrine. 

Jude continues the thread of challenging false or confused teachings entering the 

new Christian community. 

For generations, the New Testament has been used by Cherokees of all 

persuasions to learn to speak and write as their ancestors did. 
 

   Paperback $13.795  BUY NOW | Kindle $5.97 BUY NOW 

 

The REVELATION to JOHN in Cherokee 
Seven-headed monsters! Dragons! Plagues of locusts! Heavily-armed horsemen! 

Angels with swords! And a Lamb. 

     The Revelation to John so strikingly different from the rest of the New 

Testament, that it almost didn't make it into the canon. Many denominations 

recommend against studying this book without the guidance of clergy, since its 

images lend themselves to wild and varied interpretation.  

     Rather than a sermon, history, narrative, or instructional guide, Revelation is a 

long mystical vision, something very familiar to indigenous peoples worldwide. 

As one of the Keetoowah Elders said years ago, having a vision is easy, 

understanding it is harder, and following it may take the rest of your life. Does 

John's vision show something that happened in the distant past, in John's own 

lifetime, or something yet to come? The scholars and mystics have claimed to see 

the numbers and symbols in Revelation in traumatic events in ancient and modern 

history.  With striking illustrations by Albrecht Durer and Gustave Dore, you'll 

return to this volume time and time again - and see something new with each 

visit. 

   Paperback $17.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $5.97 BUY NOW 

BBUUSSIINNEESSSS  aanndd  WWOORRKKIINNGG  FFRROOMM  HHOOMMEE  

 

 
HYPERINFLATION: Prepare For The Coming Dollar Collapse 
 

The worst of it is over of the 2008 Financial Crisis is over, right? WRONG! 

Government fiscal policies, fueled by almost a half-century of pointless and 

expensive wars fought on credit will reap disastrous consequences for the each of 

us by the end of this decade. The US government spends too much, does not 

collect enough money to pay its debts, and has a currency backed by thin air - 

debased farther by the debts of an unpopular war. Americans from all walks of 

life will face a crushing consequence as Ho Chi Minh, Saddam Hussein and 

Osama bin Laden have their revenge. While the changes necessary to prevent 

hyperinflation and the collapse of the dollar are in the hands of bankers and 

lawmakers “above our pay grade”, average Americans CAN prepare themselves 

for the coming storm. Simply presented in layman’s terms, Hyperinflation 

explains how we got into this debacle, and what happens if We The People don’t 

get our nation out of it . 

Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $5.95 BUY NOW  

https://www.createspace.com/5338530
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00U19JCBS/
https://www.createspace.com/5350212
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00UC5R6D2
https://www.createspace.com/4781887
http://amzn.to/1iyHGUf


 

STROKING THE MEDIA! The Anchorman’s Guide to Publicity 
 

How would you like to be able to get more exposure to any product, service or 

band without having to spend a lot of money? What if you can get that massive 

exposure without having to spend ANY money at all? How about giving your 

online and offline reputation a boost? This book can not only teach you how to do 

that but so much more by leveraging the media. This is the guide to becoming 

newsworthy and getting FREE publicity you couldn't buy. Brian Wilkes goes 

shares many powerful strategies to give you an advantage over the competition. 

The key is becoming genuinely newsworthy so that the media regards you as a 

reliable source of information in your field, the “go-to guy” when they need a 

comment or analysis.  

Paperback $12.97 BUY NOW | PDF $9.97 | Kindle $6.47 

  

 

500+ ONLINE TOOLS, 2014 Edition 
 

Need help starting your home-based online business? Our team has reviewed 

hundreds of tools available online for free or close to free. We give you OVER 

500 of the best, including many that are free. Some are online resources, some are 

stand-alone software you download to your own computer. Add these to your 

toolkit, and you'll have a head-start in taking your home business into profit 

quickly! 
 

Ppbk $7.97 BUY NOW | PDF $4.97 BUY NOW |  Kindle $3.97 BUY  

MMIINNDD,,  BBOODDYY,,  SSPPIIRRTT  //  CCOOMMPPLLEEMMEENNTTAARRYY  HHEEAALLTTHH  aanndd  FFIITTNNEESSSS  

 

 
THE LAW OF ATTRACTION WITHOUT MAGICAL THINKING!  
MASTER EDITION 
by Brian Wilkes, MA, ACHt; Introductions by Dr. Guldal Caba, Dr. Steve G. Jones 

 

     What do you really want from life? Your dreams are trying to tell you, but 

you must pay attention! Becoming brutally honest about what you want from life 

is the first step to designing the goals and targets to get you there. In this sequel to 

The Law of Attraction without Magical Thinking, author Brian Wilkes moves on 

to simple, effective dream work, goal setting, and time management strategies for 

the time challenged! Find out how you can increase your productivity and work 

efficiently without sacrificing precious time! Find out what your “time triggers” 

are and how you can avoid them to better manage time.. Learn #1 way to end 

procrastination and maximize your time, so you are on time, every time! Discover 

your top 5 time wasters, and the steps you can take to stop them. 

      Almost 88% of resolutions fail. If your New Year’s resolutions failed by the 

end of February, don’t beat yourself up; you were actually set up for fail by your 

parents, your elementary school teachers, and Santa Claus! We’ll show you the 

common pitfalls and how to avoid them! 
             

Paperback $12.97 BUY NOW |  Kindle $ 6.97 BUY NOW 

 

http://tuscanyglobal.com/STM/
http://tuscanyglobal.com/STM
http://amzn.to/1WIcuZ0
https://www.createspace.com/4541626
http://tuscanyglobal.com/100Tools/
http://amzn.to/17RDle5
https://www.createspace.com/5189608
http://amzn.to/13sk5V4


 

CHINESE HERBS FOR MARTIAL ARTISTS 
 
The Asian martial arts rely on thousands of years of experience when it comes to 

fighting skills. Injuries happen in the martial arts, and fortunately, the arts also 

rely on thousands of years of healing skills. Fatigue is also a frequent companion, 

and there are traditional strategies to deal with that as well. This book contains in-

depth analysis of three topical preparations, and well as five energy teas - all of 

which you can learn to make yourself! 
 

Paperback $8.95 BUY NOW; Kindle $3.97 BUY NOW 

 

SACRED CACAO: Food of the Goods 
 

Perhaps MORE than you ever wanted to know about the history and lore of this 

plant medicine so crucial in the human experience. Cacao and chocolate since 

ancient times have created a connection between the natural and supernatural, 

between the human and the divine. It is called theobroma, “Food of the Gods”, 

and it is said to come from the rain forest when it is needed to restore harmony. 

The pre-Columbian cacao trade brought the rise of a wealthy class of seagoing 

merchants, with a trade calculated in cacao beans. At various times it has been 

forbidden to children, to women, to commoners, and yet this divine medicine may 

unify diverse people to bring a global spiritual awakening. 
 

Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW; Kindle $4.97 BUY NOW 

 

 
DEFEAT THE ENEMY WITHIN   by Dr. Charles Wm. Skillas 
 

He's hunted Soviet submarines, walked the corridors of power in Washington, 

helped create government agencies, and has done business in foreign capitals. 

Now, Dr. Charles Skillas applies the same technology principles to unmask the 

real sources and causes of subconscious sabotage, where the terms defense, 

intelligence, and foreign attachment take on very different meanings. Using his 

own life and healing as an example, Dr. Skillas deftly transfers his defense 

technology background to his new career of clearing the submerged minefields of 

the psyche. Dr. Skillas draws on his defense industry background and 23+ years 

experience as a hypnotherapist to blend traditional hypnotherapy, past life 

regression, spirit attachment, Chinese herbal and energetic medicine, and the 

underlying wisdom of diverse world cultures to banish the inner shadows that 

keep you in misery. 

Kindle $2.99  BUY NOW 
 

https://www.createspace.com/4745260
http://amzn.to/1zX4FBI
https://www.createspace.com/4698659
http://amzn.to/NvACjC
http://amzn.to/Z2kF4i


 

 
REMOTE SESSIONS & ATTACHED ENTITIES  
by Dr. Charles Wm. Skillas 
 

Come along as one of today’s top hypnotherapists opens 20 of his case histories 

and takes you on a guided tour of his personal "X-Files". Dr. Skillas is an NGH 

Board-Certified Hypnotherapist practicing in metropolitan Atlanta, GA, and is a 

National Guild of Hypnotists (NGH) Certified Hypnotherapy Instructor. He has 

practiced Energy Healing and Hypnotherapy since 1981, and is a Faculty Member 

for The National Board of Hypnotherapy and Hypnotic Anesthesiology. In this 

book, he tackles Demons; Soul-Mind Fragmentation; Energy, Entities and 

Hypnotherapy, Fear, How Remote Sessions Clear Negative Energy; Regression 

Therapy; Relationship Stress; Remote Clearing & Protection; Ideomotor 

Response; Inner Conflict; Past Lives and Spirit Attachment; Self-Sabotage; 

Parallel Universes and Health and over 20 cases from his own practice. 
 

Paperback $ 12.95 BUY NOW |  Kindle $ 6.47  BUY NOW 
 

 

Col. WILKES’ GUIDE to DERBY DAY & MINT JULEPS 
 

The First Saturday in May has evolved into National "I Love Kentucky" Day. 

Second perhaps only to "Gone With The Wind", the Kentucky Derby and Derby 

Day evoke an image of the genteel South. But unlike GWTW, it's a history where 

an African-American jockey won the first race; where women and minorities are 

addressed as "Colonel", and where people of different backgrounds are bound 

together by goodwill, a handshake, and the ambrosial elixir "Mint Julep". 

Includes “77 Kentucky Folk Remedies for Arthritis and Rheumatism” 
 

Paperback  $11.00 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.97  BUY NOW 

FICTION, LITERARY ESSAYS, POETRY 

 

 
SONGS FROM HEARTS SINCERE:  
Inspirational Poetry of Emperor Meiji and Empress Shoken 
by Frank Alanson Lombard, Brian Wilkes, translated by Shigeki Yamada, Cesar D. Lopez  
 

While creating curriculum for university degree programs in Reiki, I studied the 

archived by the Meiji Shrine at Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan. More of a religious leader 

than modern political chief of government, in the late 19th century the emperor 

expressed his wishes through poetic statements more often than through direct 

commands. In this way, he sought to bring the audience into harmony with his 

own mindset, and thereby let it arise in minds of the subjects what might be 

expected of them. 

The first generation of the discipline we know as Reiki was deeply influenced by 

the Gyosei poetry of Emperor Meiji. Recitation of the imperial poetry was 

routinely practiced by Reiki practitioners in Japan as a core element of the art.  

I sought the aid of two Japanese language instructors, Shigeki Yamada and Cesar 

D. López, to re-create the original poetry as it was written, in a combination of 

kanji ideograms and hiragana phonetics, while taking advantage of modern digital 

technology to provide clear, legible materials. In a few cases his late-Edwardian 

style was updated to allow for smoother reading.  

Paperback $12.95  BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/4218183
http://amzn.to/11iAVAd
https://www.createspace.com/4240713
http://amzn.to/YXU4Is
https://www.createspace.com/6106746


 

 
BACKROAD MELODIES: New Poetry and Essays  
by Robert Yehling 
 

In this new collection of more than 50 poems and essays, Robert Yehling returns 

to a prime source of inspiration and fulfillment – the back roads. Blending 

challenge with adventure, and natural observation with awakening, he uncovers 

the textures, rhythms, loves, tears, laughs, and ever-renewing cycle of life off the 

beaten path – visiting a few cultural icons along the way. Backroad Melodies 

reminds us of those treasure-laden roads deep inside ourselves that we all too 

rarely explore.  

     “With clarity of thought and mastery of word order, Robert Yehling alarms the 

conscience, stimulates the brain, tugs at the heart, and tickles the funny bone—all 

to excess.”       

—Charles Redner, poet, author, publisher of The Hummingbird Review 
 

Paperback $12.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $5.99  BUY NOW 
 

 

CREATING ADVENTURES, SHARING STORIES   
by Robert Yehling 
 

THE WORD JOURNEYS BLOGS began in 2007 with a post originally 

intended for a writing workshop. Since then, the blogs have covered the spectrum 

of writing topics and perspectives on cultural events, with a sweep that has drawn 

in bestselling authors, Rock & Roll Hall of Fame musicians, Pulitzer Prize 

winners, world champions — and most of all, hundreds of thousands of men and 

women, boys and girls, all passionate about writing and the creative arts. Fiction. 

Non-fiction. Humor. Poetry. Native tongues. Music. Film. Education. Beautiful 

landscapes. Unforgettable People. You’ll find it all in Word Journeys 

Dispatches, Vol. 1, with 51 representative pieces from one of the most popular 

blogs on the Internet for writers, educators, and everyone who loves a good read 

and a lively discussion.    160 pages. 

 

Paperback $16.95  BUY NOW | Kindle $5.99 
  

 

THE SECRET OF DOE RUN A Southern Romance Novel  

by Jeanne Hodge          
 

When Dr. Taylor Warren appears in Doe Run searching for the secret of his 

ancestry, he is surprised to meet the beautiful entrepreneur Katie McGee and her 

loving, strong-willed grandmother. Katie and her grandmother help him search 

for the secret that his mother kept hidden for so many years. Katie also helps him 

find that true love is worth all the pain. The Secret of Doe Run is a journey home 

for the heart. It creates a rich sensory perception of an area of Appalachia, its 

people, their customs and a look into an age old question “Why are we here?” 

With the resurgence of family values, this story will touch the hearts of those who 

value the importance of family, and tradition. 

 

Paperback  $ 12.95 BUY NOW | Kindle $ 4.97 BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/4317736
http://amzn.to/1461itQ
https://www.createspace.com/4430587
https://www.createspace.com/4139478
http://amzn.to/YeZeho


NNAATTIIVVEE  AAMMEERRIICCAANN  CCUULLTTUURREE  aanndd  LLAANNGGUUAAGGEE  

 

NEW ENGLISH-CHEROKEE DICTIONARY 
 

The New English-Cherokee Dictionary is designed to help the beginning to 

intermediate student expand their vocabulary and quickly translate the basics. 

This book is not intended for linguists and academics, but for language learners, 

teachers, tourists, and for those families and individuals scattered across the 

continents who seek to reconnect with the language of their ancestors, or even of 

their ancestors’ neighbors. This book is receiving top reviews from readers!  
 

Paperback $ 21.97 BUY NOW | KINDLE $10.00  BUY NOW 

 

100 DAYS OF INDIGENOUS WISDOM 
 

Years ago, I began collecting and recording the sayings of those who shared their 

knowledge with me. Most of them have made their crossing now. To us, that 

doesn’t mean they’re gone, it must means they don’t always answer the messages 

we leave. This first offering concentrates on Cherokee language and teachings. I 

am indebted to the teachers, friends, and ceremonial leaders who have shared so 

much with me. When you reach the hundredth teaching, go back and start over, 

and see what may have changed in your understanding and experience.  It is my 

hope that this book stimulates study of Cherokee and other indigenous languages, 

and encourages each of you to speak with your Ancestors while they still walk 

among us. 

English Ppbk $9.95 BUY NOW | Italian Ppbk $9.95 BUY NOW 

 

NEW CHEROKEE HYMNAL 
 

As with our humble efforts to bring these Hymns in the Cherokee language back 

to our scattered people worldwide, we are grateful to be able to assist in this effort 

to bring the songs and prayers themselves back to into the homes of all people 

who desire to see, read, and to hear them. Transliterated songs to the familiar 

melodies of Amazing Grace; One Drop of Blood; Wayfaring Stranger; Guide Us, 

Great Jehovah; What a Friend We Have In Jesus; I Will Arise; Just As I Am; 

Jesus Loves Me; Rock of Ages; Come, Thou Fount; At The Cross; How Great 

Thou Art. 
 

Paperback $10.00 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.97  BUY NOW 

https://www.createspace.com/4123779
http://speakcherokee.com/dictionary/
https://www.createspace.com/4807334
https://www.createspace.com/5954791
https://www.createspace.com/4225136
http://amzn.to/16QxTp1


 

 
2016 CHEROKEE CALENDAR 
 

While these overlapping calendar cycles clearly derive from the same sources as 

the Olmec, Mayan and Aztec calendars there are significant differences of 

interpretation and symbolism that give a unique perspective. The 2016 Cherokee 

Calendar includes Names of the Months and Days shown in Cherokee, the 20-

Day cycle, 13-Day Bird Wind cycle explained, 260-Day Ceremonial Cycle, 

Seasonal Cycle, Lunar, Venus, Pleiades Cycles, Fire Ceremony Days, Great 

Serpent Days (Eclipses), Visitations of the Long-Bodies (Meteor Showers), 

Historical dates and references. We include a brief overview of the concept of 

time, and a section on the Cherokee concept of "The Other Ones" and the 

predicted reunification of the 12 Clans, and the subsequent emergence of the 

Greater Cherokee People as a world power. 
 

Paperback $12.95  BUY NOW | PDF $10.00 BUY NOW 

2015 CHEROKEE CALENDAR  Paperback $12.97   BUY NOW 
 

 

EVEN HEAVEN FALLS APART: Cherokee Cosmology  
 

Each oral traditional story is understood to have deeper and deeper layers of 

meaning, unlocking the history of our interrelation with other nations (human, 

plant, animal, and angelic). Our stories also reveal deep meanings about the 

nature that surrounds us, and the nature of our own psyche, which is also revealed 

in the Calendar. While it has fallen into disuse, replaced by the modern Gregorian 

calendar, there IS a traditional Cherokee calendar. Some nations keep detailed 

prophecies extending into the 26th century. There is even a predicted Seventh 

World! Many of these prophecies have a time component that can be understood 

only through the Calendar.  
 

Paperback $ 17.95 BUY NOW | Kindle $7.97 BUY NOW 

 

 
THE EIGHTH ARROW by Dr. Donald N. P. Yates 
 

The Tihanama Nation has probably escaped your attention. That was their plan. 

One of the last migratory tribes in North America, they ranged from the Great 

Lakes to the Florida Panhandle. Their language is an isolate, unrelated to the 

languages of surrounding nations. You may have heard it in the song 

“Wendeyaho”, commonly but mistakenly called the “Cherokee Morning Song”. 

And yet, as a trading people who interacted annually with dozens of other nations 

between the Mississippi River and the Appalachians, their story and traditions 

provide the "missing link" that will change your understanding of and 

appreciation for the depth of Native American wisdom teachings. We believe The 

Eighth Arrow is the most comprehensive look at these people, their language and 

traditions yet published. 

Kindle $ 3.99 BUY NOW 
 

https://www.createspace.com/5708630
http://www.wilkesweb.us/calendar/
https://www.createspace.com/4929928
https://www.createspace.com/4137704
http://heavenfallsapart.com/
http://amzn.to/YPibnE


 

A CHEROKEE EPHEMERIS 1912-2054 
 

With renewed interest in the ancient Cherokee Calendar and other Native 

American timekeeping systems, the need for a simple way to learn the major 

factors affecting each days has now been filled. For each day, the Day Sign, Wind 

Sign, Week Sign, Year Sign and Year Wind are provided in an easy-to-use text-

based almanac format!  
 

COMBINED VOLUME 1912-2054                PDF  $20.00  BUY NOW Paperback $22.99  BUY NOW 
Volume 11: 1912-1962 KINDLE  $  9.99  BUY NOW Paperback $19.75  BUY NOW 

Volume 12: 1963-2012 KINDLE  $  9.99  BUY NOW Paperback $19.75  BUY NOW 
Volume 13: 2013-2054 KINDLE  $  9.99  BUY NOW Paperback $19.75  BUY NOW 

 

 

 
ANCESTOR HONORING CEREMONY  
by Joyce Rheal & Brian Wilkes 
 

As America increasingly becomes a throw-away culture, it becomes increasingly 

important to preserve our Ancestors' traditions, whatever their ethnic origin. If we 

lose them, not only was our Ancestors' learning in vain, but we also mark 

ourselves for disposal n the near future. By sharing in the traditions of our 

Ancestors, we gain a sense of continuity with them. Within family, ties of love 

should be especially deep, and honoring one’s own family gives one the solid 

foundation from which to extend that love to clan, nation, community, world, and 

across barriers of species. In this short book, the authors present several Native 

American patterns for Ancestor Honoring, and encourage the reader to revive 

such practices within his or her own family. 
 

Paperback $ 7.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $2.99   BUY NOW 

  

PPEETT  CCAARREE  aanndd  TTRRAAIINNIINNGG  

 

 
PREPARING YOUR PETS FOR EMERGENCIES AND DISASTERS  
by Joyce Rheal 
 

NATURE has her temperamental days resulting in disasters - everything from 

flooding, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, fire, and blizzards - terrorism, wars, 

nuclear accidents, and chemical and oil spills. Being prepared for evacuation for 

you, your family and animals in the wake of disasters will mitigate the impact and 

havoc disasters create. The most important aspect in this preparation is to include 

your animals and avoid leaving them stranded in the event of any disaster or 

evacuation. Do not wait until it is too late! Many times people are forced to leave 

their homes on short notice, for either a few days or for weeks at a time. Even gas 

leaks and flooding can keep owners from returning to tending to animals for 

weeks. Use Preparing Your Pets For Emergencies and Disasters to prepare YOU 

to take your animals to safety. We can prepare ahead of time so that we can leave 

quickly if needed, and this preparation must include the whole family, including 

the animals. You wouldn't dream of abandoning your human children in a 

disaster; you don't have to abandon your fur children either! 

 Paperback $ 9.97 | KINDLE $ 3.97 | Kindle $ 2.99 BUY NOW 

 

http://www.tuscanyglobal.com/CE/index.htm
https://www.createspace.com/4551683
http://amzn.to/1aDkjZl
https://www.createspace.com/4327310
http://amzn.to/10HRUzv
https://www.createspace.com/4330458
http://amzn.to/1d6ndo0
https://www.createspace.com/4339790
https://www.createspace.com/4153407
http://amzn.to/14PD87k
http://cedarbreezeconsultants.com/pypfd.htm


 

DISASTER PLAN by Joyce Rheal 
 

A State Of Emergency Has Been Declared. You Have 15 Minutes To 

Evacuate. Are You Ready? Do You Have A Plan To Take Your Pets? Do You 

have an Evacuation and First Aid Kit For Your Entire Family? Disaster Plan: 

Preparing Your Pets For Emergencies and Disasters contains a disaster template 

that you can use tailor to your family needs. Creating your disaster plan to include 

your pets can assist in reducing the stress you, your family and your pets could 

experience during a disaster. Suggestions for building an evacuation and first aid 

kit are included. After creating your disaster plan to include your pets, Practice, 

Practice, Practice! Don't leave your pets behind - they depend on YOU for their 

survival. 

 Paperback  $ 9.97 BUY NOW 

STRANGE AND SUPERNATURAL 

 

 
DRACULA DIARY: Reawakening Your Inner Vlad 
 

One of history’s great survivors - how do YOU compare? Life in Dracula’s 

day was hard, brutal, and often short. His own father gave him over to the Turks 

as a child hostage, then took a course of action almost certain to get him killed. 

His father and elder brother were murdered, his younger brother had shifting 

loyalties. Dracula’s reputation for brutality led to him being considered a match 

for “Blood Drinker” Sultan Mehmed II, and may have led to the rumor that he 

was a blood-sucking vampire. It’s not politically correct to point out today, but 

sometimes your best bet for survival is making it clear that you are very able and 

very willing to kill anyone who crosses you. When the Christian world was 

threatened by violent Muslim psychopaths, Vlad outdid them in butchery. In a 

world that once against feels battered by waves of Muslim violence, Vlad 

approach finds a new audience. Let’s be honest: one reason that vampires appeal 

to the popular culture is because they refuse to take the abuse we ourselves feel 

powerless to resist. Kill them - if you can! - and they just come back at you again. 

Vlad Dracula was defeated, decapitated, burned to ash - and still influences 

politics and pop culture six centuries later.  

Paperback $12.95  BUY NOW! 
 

 

UFO WITNESS REPORT LOGBOOK  by M.I. Black 
 

You and your friends see a UFO. Do you know how to make an intelligent report 

that will actually help investigators? This book gives you the tools, along with 

forms to fill out for up to fifty witness accounts. Even if you don't live in a hotbed 

of extraterrestrial "close encounters" or alien abductions, be prepared - this year 

has seen yet another upswing in UFO sightings and reports. Now, YOU can join 

the ranks of investigators by organizing your own observations and collecting 

data from other witnesses. 106 pages 
 

Paperback $12.95    BUY NOW! 

http://amzn.to/17f51p3
https://www.createspace.com/4386277
https://www.createspace.com/4371676


YOUNG READERS 

 

 
BIBLE STORIES for Children 
 

The Savior spoke to His audience at their level of sophistication. To the religious 

leadership of His day, he quoted Holy Scripture. To Pilate, He spoke of law and 

the underlying nature of truth. To the common people, He spoke in common 

terms, and quoted popular folk sayings. We each have our own learning styles, 

and varying ability to grasps the messages. Great dramatists layer their works so 

there’s something for each level of understanding, from those who understand 

symbolic language and allegory to those who only perceive an action story. How 

much better, then, does The Lord knows that not all have the same spiritual 

capacity or insight. In that spirit, we offer the children the warm, sweet mother’s 

milk of these simply-told Bible stories, in the earnest hope that the listener and 

reader are built up and strengthened for the New Life. 

Paperback $9.95  BUY NOW 
  

 

 
STORIES of OLD KENTUCKY 
 

This subjective compilation of a late 19th century West Kentucky educator gives 

fascinating insights into a devastated area's attempts to reinvent and redefine itself 

and raise a new generation with stories of heroism and regional pride. The 

accounts start with Kentucky still on the ocean bottom, and continue through the 

end of the Civil War. Purcell and Wilkes taught in the same school districts, but a 

century apart. To the 21st century reader, Manifest Destiny, the War Between The 

States, "darkies" and "barbarous savages" are shockingly "incorrect", and yet 

Purcell follows the best scholarship of her day to present the scale and scope of 

Native American monuments and constructions. Intended for secondary readers, 

history is retold as a series of daring adventures, with all of the recurring 

characters of Kentucky history. 

Paperback $12.97  BUY NOW 

 

 

 
THE SNAKE DOCTORS  
 

When you see dragonflies gather, there may be snakes nearby - watch out! 

Everyone has their own talents, their own "Medicine". Our Medicines may 

change over our lives. Once you give up some part of you, even if you didn't 

mean to, you may not be able to get it back. The Snake Doctors teaches us not to 

try to be something we're not, especially to impress somebody else. I teaches us 

that we can recover from our own problems by finding somebody else who needs 

our help. And remember - if you do something on a DARE, you may be sorry! 
 

 English Paperback $9.97BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 

French Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 

 Italian Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 

 

https://www.createspace.com/4713278
https://www.createspace.com/4801742
http://amzn.to/13zaUih
http://amzn.to/10O4Enl
https://www.createspace.com/4369837
http://amzn.to/162TWKu
https://www.createspace.com/4415033
http://amzn.to/1jYOu1Y


 

THE DOG THAT SAVED HUMANITY  
 

Why do dogs love us so much, and why are they willing to risk their lives to 

rescue us? In this richly illustrated book, Joyce Rheal and Brian Wilkes retell the 

ancient story of the dog who warned humans of the Great Flood that was on the 

way. Native American teaching stories are often linked to specific locations, and 

this one is linked to a specific mountain in Tennessee, where the Ark came to rest, 

and where the survivors erected a 16 foot tall stone dog to remind them of the 

event. This book explains some of the deep connection between Southeastern 

Nations and their beloved dogs. A fun book you’ll share with your children and 

grandchildren over and over! 
 

English Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 

French Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 

Italian Paperback $9.97 BUY NOW | Kindle $3.99  BUY NOW 
 

 

 
SNAKE DOCTORS/DOG THAT SAVED HUMANITY  
 
Combined in a single full-color volume! 
 

English Paperback $12.97BUY NOW   

French Paperback $12.97 BUY NOW   

Italian Paperback $12.97 BUY NOW   

• 50 Fundamental Chinese Herbs 

• 20 Principal Cherokee Herbs 

• Healing Families Through Genealogy 
 

https://www.createspace.com/4297478
http://amzn.to/10rlasm
https://createspace.com/4376458
http://amzn.to/13ic4f3
https://www.createspace.com/4415042
http://amzn.to/1fcxKk0
https://www.createspace.com/5894703
https://www.createspace.com/5902724
https://www.createspace.com/5903689

